Part 1

Kentucky's New Partnership and Limited Partnership Acts
An Introduction
By Dean Allan W. Vestal & Thomas E. Rutledge
The 2006 Kentucky General Assembly adopted new partnership and limited pannership acts. These new acts, each based upon a
uniform act, significantly modernize their respective area of law as contrasted with the prior law. In Prut I of tl1is two-pan article,
the Kentucky Revised Unifonn Pannership Act is discussed. Pan 2 of ti1e article, addressing the new Kentucky Uniform Limited
Pannership Act, will appear in the next issue of the Bench & Bar. The anicle in its entirety is available on the Kentucky Bar Association's website at www.kybar.org.
The following Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs) are not intended to be a complete exegesis of the new laws. Rather, they
serve to address what are likely to be first questions that will occur to the practitioner upon the first reading of the statutes.

The Kentucky Revised Uniform Partnership Act Frequently Asked Questions (FAQ)

Q,

Upon what is the former partnership law based?

A. Kentucky's former general parmership law (set forth in KRS ch. 362 at§§
362.150 through 362.360) was based on
ti1e Unifom1 Pannership Act (1914)
("UPA"), ru1d was adopted by Kentucky
in 1954 ("KyUPA"). But for amendments made in 1994 to address the election of a general pannership to be a limited liability partnership (KRS §§ 362.555
through 362.605), KyUPA was minimally
revised since its adoption.

Q. Why is the New Uniform Act
caiJed "RUPA"?

A. The technically correct name for the
new uniform act is the "Unifonn PannershipAct (1997)." Through most of its
drafting and consideration by the National
Conference of Commissions of Uniform
State Laws ("NCCUSL"), it wa' referred
to as the Revised Uniform Pannership
Act. In I 994, the "Revised" wa' dropped.
Noneti1eless, "RUPA" ha' become finnly
fixed as the colloquial name of the act,
and "RUPA" is in fact used in NCCUSL's
prefatory note to the act. The official
name of the Kentucky adoption is tl1e
"Kentucky Revised Uniform Pannership
Act (2006)" .' This distinguishes it from
the official name of KyUPA, being the
"Unifom1 Pannership Act."2
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Q, How was RUPA drafted,
and by whom?

A, RUPA was a project of NCCUSL,
undertaken in response to a call for a
revision of UPA set forth in Should the

Uniform Partnership Act Be Revised?, a
1986 repon of the UPA Revision Subcommittee of the Committee on Pannerships and Unincorporated Business Organizations of ti1e American Bar Association3 Members of the American Bar
Association Committee on Pannerships

and Unincorporated Business Org4mizations reviewed and advised on the draft
act throughout it' development.
After a number of drafts, the Unifom1
Pannership Act ( 1994) was finalized and
approved that year by both NCCUSL and
the ABA. However, shortly thereafter,
the decision was made to reopen the act
to address limited liability pannerships.
With the LLP amendments! the Uniform
Pannership Act (1997) was completed.5
NCCUSL maintains a website at
http://www.nccusl.org from which all of
the uniform acts can be accessed and
downloaded. The copy of RUPA available at the NCCUSL website also contains the prefatory note and tl1e reponer 's
comments.

A listing of other states that have
adopted RUPA also can be found on the
NCCUSL website.

Q,

What was the effective date of
the new partnership law, and what is
its effect on partnerships formed
before then?

A.

The effective date of KyRUPA was
July 12,2006. As of that date, all newlyfanned pannerships are formed under and
governed by KyRUPA 6 KyRUPA will
not govern pannerships fom1ed prior to
July 12,2006 unless the pannership makes
an aftinnative election to be so governed?
The election by a KyUPA pannership
to be governed by KyRUPA will be by a
vote of the panners sufficient to amend
tl1e current parmership agreement.8 Filing
a statement of pannership authority or a
statement of qualification is an affmnative
election to be governed by KyRUPA 9

Q,

Must partnerships file
organizational documents with
the Secretary of State?

A.

RUPAdoes not mandate ru1y filings
for pannerships. However, a pannership
cannot elect limited liability pannership
("LLP") status without a filing witl1 tl1e
Secretary of State. Cenain "statements"
may be filed on a voluntary basis.

Q,

What is the relationship of a
:tLP to a general partnership?

A.

Every LLP is a general partnership,
and is the same partnership both before
and after the election to be an LLPW

Q,

What are the statements
that a partnership may file with
the Secretary of State?

A.

RUPA provides for vatious voluntary filings to facilitate notice of authority
to act on behalf of a partnership as well
as record certain transactions. Those filings, the relevant KyRUPA sections, and
the purpose of each filing are as follows:

Statement of

Partnership Authority

KRS§
362.1-

303

Q, Is a partnership required to have

A, There is no hierarchy of the state-

a registered office and agent for service
of process?

ments in the manner of corporateJLLC
filings, which begin with the articles and
subsequent filings modify that initial filing. Rather, RUPA statements should be
thought of as similar to filings under the
Uniform Commercial Code. The RUPA
statements regimen is voluntary, and
while the various statements are effective
for their respective purposes, it is possible
for transactions/events to take place without any statement having been filed.

A.

A general partnership that has filed a
statement of qualification (thereby electing
to be an LLP) must maintain a registered
office and agent for service of process .12
A foreign LLP that has qualified to transact business is likewise required to maintain a registered office and agent. 13 Partnerships that have not elected to be an
LLP do not have a registered office/agent.

Q. What is the hierarchy
of the statements?

Purpose

Filed to record existence of partnership,
identify partners and state which prumers
have authority to transfer partnership
real property

Denial

304

Filed to deny one is a partner or
another fact in a statement of
partnership authority

Dissociation

704

Filed to record the dissociation
of a partner

Dissolution

805

Filed to record that a partnership has
dissolved ru1d is winding up iL~ business

Q.

Must statements be filed with the
county clerk?

A, There is no requirement that statements be filed with the county clerk. However, such filings are pennitted, and a statement of partnership authority will not, with
respect to real estate transfers, have its full
effect without a county level filing 14

Q, Must partnerships file an
armual report?

A.

General partnerships tl1at file a statement of qualification (thereby electing to
be an LLP) are required to tile an annual
report 15 Foreign LLPs that file a statement of foreign qualification also are
required to file an annual report 16 If a
general partnership has not made one of
these filings, it is not required to file an
annual report.

Q,

What is the consequence of
not filing an annual report?
Filed to record a merger

Merger

907

Qualification

1001 ed liability partnership

Amendment to Qualification

1001 limited liability partnership

Qualitication of a partnership as a limit-

Foreign Qualification

Amendment of the registration as a

1102

Qualification of a foreign limited
liability partnership to transact business
in Kentucky

Forms are available from the Secretary of State:\· office. KyRUPA does not mandate
the use {~j"certainform.1>. Howeve1; the Secreta!}' (~f State has the discretion to make the
use of certain forms maruiaiOI}\ 11

A,

A domestic LLP that fails to file an
annual report will have its statement of
qualification administratively dissolved. 17
The administrative dissolution of the
statement of qualification may be cured,
and the cure relates back to the date of
dissolution. 18 A foreign LLP that fails to
file its annual report will have its statement of foreign qualification revoked. 19
The revocation of a smtement of foreign
qualification cannot be cured - a new
statement must be filed.

Q, Who is an agent of the
partnership and the partners, and
who can sign statements on behalf of
the partnership?
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A• Each partner is an agent for the part- A. The name of a partnership filing a
nership in its ordinary course of
business.20 As KyRUPA adopts an entity
treatment for partnerships," partners are
not agents for other partners. Statements
filed on behalf of the partnership must be
signed by two partners, while statements
filed on behalf of a partner need be
signed only by that pmtner.22

Statement of Qualification or of Foreign
Qualification must be distinguishable 2 9
Distinguishability is not a prerequisite to
filing otlter statements. The statute sets
forth certain tetms that may not be used
in the name of a general partnership, as
well as the required endings for a domestic or foreign LLP3o

Q. Has the rule of partner

Q. May partnerships merge

liability been altered?

under KyRUPA?

A.

A. Partnerships mergers are expressly

Assuming the partnership has not
filed a statement of qualification and
elected to be an LLP, partners are jointly
mtd sevemlly liable for the debts mtd
obligations of the partnership.23 The rule
that a person admitted to a previously
existing partnership is not personally
liable for pre-admission partnership obligations is preserved.24

the Secretary of State addressed?

underRUPA?

A.

Does KyRUPA define fiduciary
duties among the partners?

Q.
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A.

A foreign partnership that is 'm LLP
in its jurisdiction of organization may
qualify to ttansact business in Kentucky
by filing a statement of foreign qualification.41 A foreign partnership that is not an
LLP is not required to qualify to ttansact
business, and tltere is no mechanism for it
to do so.

Q. May partnerships convert

A. Under the 1994 amendments to

How has KyRUPA impacted partnership names?

to transact business in Kentucky?

Q. How are filing procedures with

Q.

KyUPA, LLPs were autl10rized, and general panners are afforded a "partial
shield" from personal liability. That partial shield protects a panner li-om personal liability from claims involving negligence, malpractice, wrongful acts or misconduct, but not from contmct-based
claims.25 Under KyRUPA, general partners in an LLP are afforded a complete
shield from liability - the protection is not
dependent upon whether the claim arises
in tort or in contract.26 Of course, this
liability protection relates only to vicarious liability as a partner, and does not
protect a pmUJer from personal liability
for their own actions.27
Note that the broader liability protection afforded a KyRUPA LLP is available
to partnerships formed prior to July 12,
2006 only after the partnership elects to
be govemed by KyRUPA. The LLP
electing to be govemed by KyRUPA
needs to notify its existing customers and
creditors of that election in order to have
the immediate benefit of the broader liability shield.'"

Q. May a foreign partnership qualify

provided for under KyRUPA. 31

KyRUPA pemtits a partnership to
convert into a limited partnership 32 The
existing mechanism for the conversion of
a general partnership into an LLC
remains in place.33

What changes have been made to
the limited liability partnership (LLP)'?

by the partners 39 This is a marked clarification as contrasted with the prior Jaw."'

Q.

A. In this area KyRlJPA is not uniform
to RUPA,'4 adopts a non-exclusive statutory description of the fiduciary obligations of the parttters,3 5 and also addresses
non-fiduciary obligations such as good
faith and fair dealing. The KyRUPA formula for tlte duty of care is non-unifonn
and is unique to Kentucky 36 These provisions are complex and go to the core of
the partnership and the relations among
the partners, and as such must be carefully studied by all practitioners who would
counsel clients as to the formation, operation, and/or dissolution of partnerships.

Q.

Is a KyRUl'A partnership treated
as an aggregate or an entity'?

A. KyRUPA adopts an entity, as con·
trasted with an aggregate, treatment for
all partnerships.37

Q. What freedom exists to customize
the relationship amongst the partners
in the partnership agreement'?

A.

KyRlJPA sets forth comprehensive
default rules that subject to cenain safeguards and limitations38 may be modified

A.

Filing procedures with the Secretary
of State are based upon practices already
in place with respect to corporations and
limited liability companies. For example,
the provisions addressing requirements
for documents to be filed;12 effective time
and date,43 and appeal of a refusal to
file4·1 are all closely patterned on the corresponding provisions under the Business
Corporation and Limited Liability Company Acts.

Q. Has the assumed name statute
been revised to address KyRUI'A?

A. The assumed
name statute45 has
46

been revised to:
(i.) provide that the "real name" of a
partnership that is not an LLP and
that has filed a statement of partnership authority is tlte nmne set forth

on that statement;47
(ii.) clm·ify that if a pannership is not an
LLP and has not filed a statement of
pannership authority, its "real name"
is a name that. includes the name of
each of the general pm1ners;48 and
(iii.) provide that the "real name" of an
LLP is the name set forth on its
statement of qualification or the LLP
registration filed under KRS §
362.555 49

Q. Must a partnership identify
all of il'> partners if adopting an

assumed name?

A.

Under cunent law, a partnership, as
such, is not obligated to make a public filing identifying all of the partners. How-

ever, if the partnership is to do business
under an assumed name, it must nan1e all
of the partners in the application forcertificate of assumed name.50 Under
KyRUPA and the revised assumed nan1e
statute, the same rule will apply unless the
partnership files a statement of partnership
autl10rity or a statement of qualification.
If the partnership files either of those
statements, the name on tl1e statement
becomes the "real name" of the partnership for assumed name purposes 5 1 •
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